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Duplicating reports, queries and 

copying tables



Duplicating a report

Must be in Edit ReportMust be in Edit Report

Duplicating a report is 
used when different 
elements of the data 
need to be shown in 
separate reports. 

It allows all the 
formatting to remain the 
same. 

It can be useful when 
you want to change 
elements of a report. A 
copy allows you  to 
experiment without 
loosing the original data 
and format. 

Duplicating a report is 
used when different 
elements of the data 
need to be shown in 
separate reports. 

It allows all the 
formatting to remain the 
same.

It can be useful when 
you want to change 
elements of a report. A 
copy allows you  to 
experiment without 
loosing the original data 
and format.



Duplicating a report
Right Click on the 
Report tab you wish to 
duplicate 

Right Click on the 
Report tab you wish to 
duplicate

Select Duplicate ReportSelect Duplicate Report

A duplicate report will be createdA duplicate report will be created



Duplicating a report
The duplicate report 
can now be altered 

The duplicate report 
can now be altered

Rename the report by 
right clicking on the tab 
as before and selecting 
Rename Report 

Rename the report by 
right clicking on the tab 
as before and selecting 
Rename Report

Type the name of the report and press enter/returnType the name of the report and press enter/return

The report name will changeThe report name will change



Duplicating a query

Duplicating a  query can 
be useful when you 
want to change 
elements of a report, a 
copy allows you  to add 
further data without 
compromising the 
original findings 

Duplicating a  query can 
be useful when you 
want to change 
elements of a report, a 
copy allows you  to add 
further data without 
compromising the 
original findings

Must be in Edit QueryMust be in Edit Query



Duplicating a query
Right Click on the 
Query tab you wish to 
duplicate 

Right Click on the 
Query tab you wish to 
duplicate

Select Duplicate QuerySelect Duplicate Query

A duplicate query will be createdA duplicate query will be created



Duplicating a query
The duplicate query 
can now be altered by 
adding data or filters 

The duplicate query 
can now be altered by 
adding data or filters

Rename the query by 
clicking on the tab as 
before and selecting 
Rename Query 

Rename the query by 
clicking on the tab as 
before and selecting 
Rename Query

The query name will changeThe query name will change

Type the name 
of the query and 
press enter or 
return 

Type the name 
of the query and 
press enter or 
return



Duplicating a query

Queries that have 
been changed or 
duplicated then 
need to be run  

Queries that have 
been changed or 
duplicated then 
need to be run  Queries can be 

run individually or 
all queries 
together  

Queries can be 
run individually or 
all queries 
together  



Duplicating a query
When the queries have run you can choose how the new data is shown in the reportWhen the queries have run you can choose how the new data is shown in the report

A new 
unformatted 
table is created 
for the new 
data  

A new 
unformatted 
table is created 
for the new 
data  

A new unformatted table is 
created in the current 
report if possible 

A new unformatted table is 
created in the current 
report if possible

The data is returned but not 
placed in any existing tables 

The data is returned but not 
placed in any existing tables



Copying a table

Copying a table 
again allows you to  
experiment with the 
format or content of 
a table without 
loosing the original. 
It can also be used 
to create a graph 

Copying a table 
again allows you to  
experiment with the 
format or content of 
a table without 
loosing the original. 
It can also be used 
to create a graph

Must be in Edit QueryMust be in Edit Query



Copying a table
Place cursor on the border of 
the table 

Place cursor on the border of 
the table

Left click so that the table 
border becomes grey 

Left click so that the table 
border becomes grey

Right click, select copy, then 
place the cursor where you 
want the table, right click and 
paste 

Right click, select copy, then 
place the cursor where you 
want the table, right click and 
paste

Alternatively you can drag while 
holding down the left mouse 
click and Ctrl (on the keyboard) 

Alternatively you can drag while 
holding down the left mouse 
click and Ctrl (on the keyboard)



Moving a table

Place cursor on the border 
of the table 

Place cursor on the border 
of the table

Left click so that the table 
border becomes grey 
then drag the table to 
where you would like it 
then release the mouse 

Left click so that the table 
border becomes grey 
then drag the table to 
where you would like it 
then release the mouse

Moving a table is useful when adding other elements or formatting a reportMoving a table is useful when adding other elements or formatting a report



Saving the amended template
Click the icon to save the template with its existing nameClick the icon to save the template with its existing name

Click the arrow and select Save as, you will then be asked to choose where you 
want to save the template and can rename it if appropriate 

Click the arrow and select Save as, you will then be asked to choose where you 
want to save the template and can rename it if appropriate

This is to save the template and not the results when the report has 
been run. To save the results click save to my computer as.     

This is to save the template and not the results when the report has 
been run. To save the results click save to my computer as.     
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